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Pittsburgh Cycle: An Overview
Like Shakespeare's plays, August Wilson’s focus on particularities and
universalities that transcend time, space, and, in his case especially,
race. Unlike Shakespeare, Wilson zooms in on a single race and era
and, for the most part, one locale: Black Americans in Pittsburgh's
Hill District in the 1900s, decade by decade. The particularities lie in
the experiences portrayed; the universalities, in the aspirations and
choices the characters face: “Choice,” explains Susan Abbotson, “is
central to all of Wilson's plays. His protagonists may at times make
the wrong choices, but they are always offered a choice of some
kind." Propelling all ten plays are these choices, made by realistic
characters in plausible plots, with bits of magical realism and
symbolism (Aunt Ester's age, an embossed piano) that enable the
cycle to portray the impact of racial heritage on present-day lives.
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Abbotson, Susan. “Re-evaluating the Legacy of the Ten Play Cycle.” August Wilson’s
Pittsburgh Cycle, edited by Sandra G. Shannon, McFarland, 2016, pp. 189-191.
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Two Major Settings
Nine plays take place in the Hill District,
whose Black populace soared (from 10,00
in 1890) to 37,000 by 1920. So cramped
were the dwelling quarters that at times
boarding houses had migrant workers
sleep in shifts. Continuing to climb, the
population peaked at 54,000 in 1950, then
declined preciptously to 15,000 by 1990,
despite a distinguished musical heritage.
"Little Harlem" it was called, growin into a
hub for jazz music in the 1920s-50s.
Meanwhile, 90 percent of the structures in
the area consisted of ramshackle
buildings Urban renewal began, resulting
in the displacement of 5,000 families and
severing the District from surrounding areas. A steep economic decline followed,
along with more emigration, which led to new redevelopment in the 1990s—the final
decade of the Pittsburgh plays. Not only had the District's population plummeted by
then, but almost all of its residents (95.6% by the year of the final play) were Black.

The 1920s play, Ma Rainey's Black
Bottom, takes place in a Chicago
"race records" studio, like the one
operated by Paramount Records in
the Chicago building shown here.
Like other such studios, it was used
to record tunes by and for Black
artists and consumers of the era.
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Plot Summaries and Performance Videos
1900s Gem of the Ocean. The year is 1904. Aunt Ester, a 285Ester a 285-year-old healer, welcomes two Southern
migrants into her Pittsburgh home: Solly Two Kings,
an ex-slave who helped runaways escape to freedom
during the Civil War, and troubled Citizen Barlow. In
search of spiritual renewal, Barlow takes a life-altering
journey inspired by her. Meanwhile, back in Pittsburgh,
events spiral into riot, suicide, and murder.
A sign of the times: Black workers on strike.
Videos: Mutigenre Collection > Pittsburgh Cycle > Gem of the Ocean

1910s Joe Turner’s Come and Gone. The year is 1911. Seth and
Bertha Holly’s Pittsburgh boardinghouse rents
to assorted migrants, including conjure man
Bynum Waker, construction hand Jeremy,
man-chasing Mattie, staunchly independent
Molly, and newly freed chain-gang victim
Herald. Characters come and go, their
talk (and music) evoking the past as well as
folk and Christian spiritualism. Brother to a Tennessee governor,
Joe Turner—who traps arrested Black men into hard labor on a
chain gang—never appears, but allusions to him haunt the play.
A sign of the times: References to the real-life Joe Turner.
Videos: Mutigenre Collection > Pittsburgh Cycle > Joe Turner's Come and Gone
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1920s Ma Rainey’s Black Bottom. The year is
1927. Blues singer Ma Rainey sachets into a Chicago
recording studio not about to let white management
control her, thank you very much. There too is her
four-man black band, including hotshot trumpter
Levee. Ma blasts in with a girlfriend and nephew in
tow. The nephew stutters but, insists Ma, will still
speak an intro the song. In the band's side talk, tidbits about the
players emerge, including Levee’s aversion to their “old-fashioned”
blues sound; his frustrations mounting toward the close of the play,
he suddenly levels a violent blow that startles both unsuspecting
playgoers and the other characters in the room alike.
A sign of the times: The segregated recording studio.
Videos: Mutigenre Collection > Pittsburgh Cycle > Ma Rainey's Black Bottom

1930s The Piano Lesson. The year is 1936. Boy
Willie migrates to his uncle’s Pittsburgh home, where
his sister, Berniece, lives with a valuable heirloom, a
piano embossed with images of their ancestors carved
by their enslaved father who later stole it and died for
the offense. Strapped for funds to buy some of the
old plantation land, Boy Willie struggles with Berniece for control of
the instrument, which she plays at the end to profound effect.
A sign of the times: Coming to grips with a family legacy of slavery.
Videos: Mutigenre Collection > Pittsburgh Cycle > The Piano Lesson
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1940s Seven Guitars. The year is 1948. Told in
flashback, the play doubles back to the funeral of
Floyd “Schoolby” Barton, a WW2 vet, an ex-con,
and a blues singer on a promising career path.
Arrested for vagrancy, newly released from jail,
Barton plans to move from Pittsburgh to Chicago.
A tune of his has soared into a hit and the record
company wants more. His hopes high, Floyd sets out to assemble a
band, buy back his pawned guitar, and patch up a lovers’ quarrel
with Vera, so he can marry her and bring her along. Stymied again
and again, he resorts to crime, then falls victim to a hatchet job by a
murderer nearly no one else in the play suspects.
A sign of the times: Floyd’s status as a WWII vet.
Videos: Mutigenre Collection > Pittsburgh Cycle > Seven Guitars

1950s Fences. The year is 1957. Fifty-three-yearold Troy Maxson has broken the color line in
Pittsburgh, becoming its first black garbage truck
driver. But he's embittered over not having done so
earlier, in Major League baseball, which affects the
fate of his son, Cory, a talented football player.
Remarried, to hard-working Rose, Troy has an affair
and brings home the infant result of it. Strong-willed and defiant,
neither Rose nor Cory take Troy’s transgressions “laying down.”
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A sign of the times: Major League Baseball’s color line;
college football’s recruiting of Cory.
Videos: Mutigenre Collection > Pittsburgh Cycle > Fences

1960s Two Trains Running. The year is 1969.
The Civil Right's Movement has heated up of late,
as have Pittsburgh's moves to replace a Hill District
diner with public housing. All this news surfaces in
banter among the diner's regulars. A memorable
lot, they begin with rts owner, Memphis, who,
refusing to be exploited, dickers over the price the city should pay
for his place and takes exception to the “black is beautiful” slogan
in of the day. His waitress, Risa, razor scars her legs to ward off
sexual advances. And who are their regulars? a number’s’ runner,
an enterprising undertaker, a retired housepainter-homespun
philosopher, the ex-con Sterling, and mentally unstable Hambone,
who is fixated on having been cheated by a white employer.
A sign of the times: The late 1960s Civil Rights Movement
Videos: Mutigenre Collection > Pittsburgh Cycle > Two Trains Running

1970s Jitney. The year is 1977. A jitney, or
unlicensed taxicab company, services the Hill District
because licensed cabs refuse to. The jitney drivers—an
alcoholic; a hotheaded gossip; two army veterans
(from the Korean and Vietnam Wars)—congregate at
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the station. Jim Becker is the jitney owner; Youngblood, the
Vietnam War vet. In the past, Youngblood has cheated on Rena,
his girlfriend, and gossip has it that he's doing so now, which
leads to a lovers' spat that, with the help of some welcome news,
gets resolved by the end of the play. But another falling out—
between Becker and his son, Booster (an ex-con who served 20
years for murder) remains unresolved when tragedy strikes.
A sign of the times: The presence of a young Vietnam War vet.
Videos: Mutigenre Collection > Pittsburgh Cycle > Jitney

1980s King Hedley II. The year is 1985, the
era of “trickle-down economics,” which the
substance of the play refutes. King Hedley II
lives with his mother Ruby (a character from
Seven Guitars). An ex-con who did time for
murder, he dreams of co-owning a legitimate
video store. His girlfriend pregnant, his job
search fruitless, King resorts to selling stolen refrigerators to
fund his dream, then to theft until a spat with Ruby’s old
boyfriend leads to a fatal accident.
A sign of the times: The politically touted “trickle-down theory."
Videos: Mutigenre Collection > Pittsburgh Cycle > King Hedley II
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1990s Radio Golf. The year is 1977. Welleducation Harmond Wilks has ambitions.
Now that he’s inherited his father's
real-estate firm, he hopes with his wife and
his friend to redevelop the Pittsburgh Hill
District and become the city’s first black
mayor. Already on the road to success, his
friend, Roosevelt Hicks, has just been named vice president for a
world-class bank. The two friends lock horns. Slated for
demolition is a Hill District house whose owner refuses to sell.
Harmond wants to honor the refusal, Hicks to ignore it. Arguing
over whether their allegience is to black society or white society,
Harmond takes action to prove his.
A sign of the times: Urban redevelopment in the 1990s.
Videos: Mutigenre Collection > Pittsburgh Cycle > Radio Golf
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